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On May 7, 2008, I received a call from my good friend and fonner Piedmont shipmate, Nonn
Grayson, from Athens, Georgia. Nonn Grayson and Ken Parks were the Navy's top butchers in
the days of carcass beef. In later times, Nonn was the food service officer at the Navy Supply
Corps School, in Athens Georgia, when I attended the Supply Corps School. Nonn was
disturbed, as I have been, as to the inaccuracy of written histories relative to the Piedmont. In a
subsequent e-mail, my friend Cliff Roberson also expressed concern about these inaccuracies.
Cliff should remember our liberty in Hawaii where Cliff, Ray Molina and myself tangled with a
barroom bouncer. I think I was the instigator of the incident. I hope this will help support and
clarify some of the memories of Jack Chesnick who wrote about the two typhoons, the liberty on
Wolmi-do island etc. I later served with a man named Swan, who was on that Fleet Tug. Jack is
right they had one hell of a nightmare and were lucky to survive. One thing, to clarify, is that
combat pay did not exist during the Korean conflict. (The first combat pay authorized was
during the Vietnam conflict. Prior to this you only received Sea and Foreign Service Duty Pay
(S&FSD». One history, has the Piedmont erroneously located in Japan when the Korean War
commenced. So this little epistle is my attempt to set the record straight. In addition to the
movements and mission of Doc, I will include some of my personal experiences (but not all).
Piedmont was the first of nine ships I would serve in during my 28 year career and would be the
one I was most sentimentally attached to, since it was my first ship. Since I have been writing a
personal history, I intend to incorporate this epistle in to my personal history. I would need
copies of the deck logs to be precise on all dates, but without benefit of the deck logs, I believe
the dates and movements herein described are reasonably accurate. I will refer to Doc in no other
way than as a "She". In my time and experience, all ships of the U. S. Navy were referred to in
the female gender regardless of their name. Many, many ships were christened with masculine
names but they are always described in the female gender.
This deployment was historic and meaningful for several reasons. The Secretary of Defense,
Louis Johnson, had placed almost total emphasis on the Air Force and their B36 Bomber, and the
Navy had been reduced to historical lows. The paucity of both ships and personnel were at
perilous levels. For the first time since WWII, Piedmont sailed with "short timers" (Personnel
with insufficient obligated time in service to complete the cruise). With a nonnal peacetime
complement, Doc would feed in excess 600 personnel. By the time the Korean War broke out
we were only feeding about 450 personnel. Doc participated in operations not expected of
tenders and was challenged to perfonn duties above and beyond. Because of the shortage of
personnel we sailed with all the CruDesPac athletes who would nonnally stay with the
CruDesPac Flag in San Diego.
In February 1950, Doc Piedmont sailed from San Diego for what was to be a routine WestPac
deployment. This would be the fourth deployment since she was commissioned. We sailed via
Hawaii. While in Hawaii there was an engine room casualty resulting in an extra two weeks in
Hawaii while repairs were effected. We crossed the international date line on 16 March where
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the date changed to 17 March, my birthday. Shortly after crossing we were ordered on a search
and rescue mission whereupon we crossed back across the date line where I had another birthday.
The USS Butternut, a Net Tender had had a fire and except for a few volunteers who had
remained aboard to fight the fire, the balance of the crew had abandoned ship. The search was in
the vicinity of Wake Island. Those in the lifeboats were found by other elements of the search
group. Piedmont found and sent a repair party aboard the Butternut. We only remained there a
short time before proceeding on to Westpac. We made one more stop at Saipan. Being in the
duty section I was not happy to remain on board while one section enjoyed liberty on Saipan.
We finally arrived in Subic Bay, the main base of operations for the seventh fleet. Subic became
the main base of operations after the fleet was chased out of Tsingtao, China. (On the prior
deployment the USS Sierra had relieved Piedmont in Tsingtao and within a month or two had
assisted in the evacuation of Tsingtao). Almost simultaneous with our arrival most all other
elements of the seventh fleet had also just arrived.
The Naval Station at Subic was still a small activity with about 200 personnel. The town of
Olongapo, the only place for authorized liberty, was one long dirt street with about 6 bars. I don't
recall much in the way of side streets. Most housing was built on stilts to stay above water. In
Olongapo, there was nothing to do or visit outside of the six main bars, a few minor ones, and a
beach. Our first personnel casualty was when a Fireman named Unger died of a broken neck,
inflicted while playing on the beach. Because of the HUK situation, there was no authority to
visit places outside the reservation. Travel to such places as Clark AFB, Manila or anywhere else
was not possible because of road restrictions. There were a number of activities on the base and
the beach off base was also authorized for recreation. Because of the heat we were on tropical
routine (working hours began at 6 AM until 2 PM). We were on port and starboard liberty
commencing every day at 2 PM.
At that time all liberty was Cinderella Liberty (expiring at midnight). Olongopo had only one
small bar and restaurant, the Admiral, where you could trust the sanitation enough to eat there.
There were no venereal diseases in Olongapo at that time. At that time, any girls from outside
reservation were required to obtain work permits and were subjected to physical examination.
They also had a movie theater called the Admiral. Soup and sandwiches were the main bill of
fare at the restaurant. The town (reservation), was under the control of the U.S. Government
but administration was delegated to the Filipinos. I do not know the terms of agreements
between the two governments but the United Stated would soon relinquish control back to the
Philippine government. I give this short description because in a short time the town would
become legendary as the sin capital of the world and for it's corruption and would become totally
unrecognizable from its period of innocence. I had become acquainted with the owners of the
Admiral, the Gordons, who became legendary. As Olongopo grew into a city, The Gordons
made additional developments including a hotel. Mr. Gordon became Mayor. The Gordons had
to travel with body guards and he was eventually assassinated. Later his wife became Mayor and
she too traveled with body guards, and she also was assassinated.
My liberty consisted mostly of going to the Admiral, drinking some San Miguel, a very powerful
beer and having a bowl of soup and a sandwich. It was the first time I drank beer on a regular
basis - a habit I did not like. Without going into too much detail on incidents in Subic I should
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briefly mention that with all the CruDesPac athletes aboard we had a mighty tough crew. It was
great to have them as a shipmate whenever trouble was brewing. I'll just mention a couple
incidents. While sitting in one of the local bars one evening, a boxer named Kurcharzic (sic) was
sitting opposite my table when words were exchanged between him and three tin can sailors.
Eventually, the three sailors said they were going to take him. In three strokes (not all punches)
the three went down. One, was backhanded and fell against a juke box as it was blaring "My
Filipino Baby" and he was out cold. The same with the other two. The "Torpedo Gang" were all
tough and tested. As we were returning from our Cinderella Liberty one night, two TM's, riding
in the same jitney with me were arguing as to whether one could knock out a marine with one
punch. One argued that he would knock out the next marine he saw with one punch. I pleaded
that the next marine he saw would be the gate sentry and not to do it. In a drunken determination
he threw a punch that took the marine down as he was showing him his liberty card with the
other hand. Needless to say marines seemed to come out of the woodwork and the incident did
lead to his court martial. (His name may have been Sanders). It was not all drinking and
fighting. Tyrone Power was making the movie "American Guerilla in the Philippines". The
Piedmont softball team would play the movie crew. One evening, as I was standing shore patrol
on the VIP landing, where I had the privilege of speaking to Tyrone Power and the movie crew as
they landed from a day of shooting. The Naval Base did have recreation facilities such as tennis
courts, a swimming pool etc.
It had been stated that the Fleets peacetime mission was largely that of showing the Flag around
the Orient. In fact the planes of Air Group Five had flown in parade over Inchon and Seoul in
the month of April. In those early spring months, Doc had liberty calls in Hong Kong arid one in
Manila. Some of the crew were able to enjoy some R & R at Baguio, a cool mountain retreat.
My good friend Vern Runyan should remember his time there. In May, the Seventh Fleet had
joint exercises with the ComNavFe Forces operating out of Japan. Several liberty ports were in
the planning and showing the flag was a top priority.
In mid June 1950, VADM A. D. Struble, the Seventh Fleet Commander, conferred with the
Secretary of Defense, Louis Johnson and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General Omar Bradley in
Manila. They talked about many problems, the Huks, probabilities in Formosa, Indo China,
Japan, etc. Korea was never mentioned. On 18 June, Admiral Struble left for talks in
Washington, leaving RADM Hoskins, ComCarDiv3 embarked on the Valley Forge as the next
senior officer in command of the seventh fleet.
When we consider the large size of the Navy at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 and at other
periods in history, it is mind boggling to have witnessed the shrinkage of our forces after WWII.
The entire seventh fleet consisted of only one aircraft carrier, the Valley Forge, one cruiser,
Rochester, eight destroyers, Shelton, Eversole, Fletcher, Radford, Maddox, S. N. Moore, Brush,
and Taussig, one Tender, the Piedmont, and one oiler, the Navasota.
The only other Naval Forces in the far east were attached to Commander Naval Forces, Far East
(ComNavFe), under Vice Admiral, C. Turner Joy who was operating out of Tokyo. Operations
involving these Naval Forces were relatively minor. The ComNavFe staff supervised mine
clearance work, the marine and shipbuilding program and supervised the naval stations at
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Yokosuka and Sasebo. Attached to ComNavFe were one cruiser, Juneau; four destroyers,
Mansfield, DeHaven, Collett, and Swenson; Amphibious Forces, Mt. McKinley (AGC7),
Cavalier (APA 37), Union (AKA 106), LST 611, Arikara (ATF-98); and six mine sweepers.
The Korean War actually commenced at 0400, 25 June 1950, a Sunday, when North Korea
started a 45 minute artillery bombardment across the 38th parallel. On Monday, 26 June,
Piedmont canceled all liberty. Preparations for getting underway commenced immediately.
Work was taking place all through the night. At 0500 Tuesday morning, 27 June, Piedmont
weighed anchor and rendezvoused with the Seventh Fleet at 0800.
All elements of the Seventh Fleet had been scattered in various ports including Hong Kong. We
formed up into a task force with the Valley Forge, Rochester, Piedmont, and Navasota in a
straight line with the four destroyers zig zagging on each side of the column. This was the first
time in my experience that Piedmont operated in concert with the man-o-wars. After we sortied,
and under orders of Rear Admiral J. M. Hoskins we steamed northward, at high speed, headed
for Sasebo.
As we maintained radio silence, it was like a Buck Rogers event, to watch helicopters from the
Valley Forge, operating between ships. There was doubt and mystery over the whole operation.
The degree of involvement by U. S. Naval Forces was still being contemplated at Presidential
level. The destroyers were frequently dropping depth charges on whatever soundings cast
uncertainty as to what was below the surface. A hectic pace would soon begin for Piedmont in
Buckner Bay, Okinawa.
Seventh Fleet was ordered to report to ComNavFe for operational control. VADM Joy ordered
RADM Hoskins to pull into Buckner Bay, Okinawa rather than Sasebo. Here, the Fleet would be
closer to Formosa, close to Korea, and yet not too close to either Soviet or Chinese bases. In the
hectic initial days ofthe Korean War, no one knew whether or not the eruption was first evidence
of a local war or a global one.
Upon pulling into Buckner Bay, Doc would become all things to the fleet. Doc became a
receiving ship for all U. S. and United Nation Forces. Overnight we began feeding about 1200
persons and the count kept climbing. All departments had an increased workload. Repair
Department began tending all ships including submarines as they arrived. The Repair
Department salvaged materials left from WWII in order to construct a boat landing at White
Beach.
I recall two different periods where I worked three days and nights without so much as a nap.
Under Chief Al Martin, I was in charge of the commissary storerooms. Doc began topping off all
elements of the seventh fleet. Doc's rigging was not conducive to the efficient movement of
cargo but we tried to operate as a cargo ship. One worn out reefer ship, the Graffias arrived at
Buckner and began to replenish the fleet. Piedmont would take the balance oftheir load, so they
could return to the states for another load. We also would replenish our provisions, including
reconstituted milk, from the Army's RYUKU command in Okinawa. An LSD, the Comstock,
had arrived and made all their boats available to Piedmont for delivery of groceries. I called
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myself the "Fleet Milkman" as I delivered groceries and topped of any and all ships as they
arrived in Buckner Bay. With our slow moving Paravane cranes, and if we worked efficiently to
load and unload pallets we could move a pallet loaa of groceries from boat to storeroom and visa
versa in about 6 minutes. On one occasion, Al Martin, my chief, was ashore sending groceries
over from the Army. He had imbibed a little too much and was sleeping it off on the Army Tug
Boat. The Supply Officer was also conspicuously absent. Suddenly, we had boats all around us,
sent out by the army and waiting to unload when the XO, Cdr. McFadden, called me to the
quarterdeck and asked if there was something we could do to expedite loading the stores. I told
him we could bring stores in through the cargo hatches if we could get enough man power to
walk them up to various storerooms such as the sugar and flour lockers. He immediately called
for an all hands evolution and had the division petty officers report to the quarterdeck for follow
up. I asked the XO if this meant that the entire crew was on my working party. He answered in
the affirmative. In my 28 year career, and in subsequent years, I had many positipns as a division
chief, division officer, department head, etc., nothing ever hit me like the power and authority I
had with my all hands working party as a Storekeeper Third Class, pay grade E4. I had to
question in my mind whether or not our Supply Officer, Cdr. Rollings was Zealot. Was all this
topping off of groceries really necessary? He was promoted to Captain. In later years I took him
to dinner in Albuquerque, New Mexico where I was stationed and he was visiting Sandia Base on
official business from BuOrd.
I recall the morning of 4 July, right after daybreak. We had been loading stores around the clock,
when the last pallet load of oranges was being loaded into the provision trunk. Al Martin, my
chief, approached me with a mess hall cup in his hand and asked me if! wanted a little "Toddy".
I had my first experience with "Torpedo Juice" (180 alcohol mixed with a little grapefruit juice).
Somebody showed me the 4 July menu that been printed before we left Subic. It was to be a
special celebration dinner and the print still had us located in Subic. I had no interest in dinner,
as I had not slept for three days and nights.
All departments had their share of work including the Medical Department. A British LST had
left from Australia and had been trying to catch up with the seventh fleet for weeks. By the time
they found us they were in a pathetic condition requiring "health and comfort" issues and medical
attention. In spite of the scarcity of logistic support in those first few days and weeks, it pointed
up how great our logistics were in comparison to other navies.
The build up of forces was rapid, eventually involving 25 nations. The first, was a heartening
and welcome message from Admiral Sir Patrick Brind, RN, to Admiral Joy: "I shall be very glad
to know of any operations in which my ships could help. Present dispositions are Task Group
96.8. . . consisting of Triumph, Belfast, Jamaica, two destroyers and three frigates. French
vessels would also soon join the fray. Admiral Struble included these ships with his Task Force
77 organization as they launched there first strikes, the morning of3 July, on North Korea.
As these vessels entered Buckner Bay, I would top off their provisions. I recall taking a boatload
to the aircraft carrier Triumph and with my invoices, riding up to the flight deck in the net,
something the we were not permitted to do in the U. S. Navy. I had several working parties from
French and British vessels come aboard to help process the cargo. On one occasion we were
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delivering three boatloads of stores to the British cruiser, Belfast. Our Supply Officer, Cdr.
Rollings, who had gone ahead of us, waved us off as were approached the ship. We had frozen,
fresh and dry provisions that had to be returned toour storerooms. When dealing with foreign
governments, the normal procedure is to invoice the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and they
would deal with reimbursement at bureau level. My understanding was that the responsible
officer on the Belfast refused to sign our invoices. My good friend, Steve Kolar, had a nightmare
keeping up with all the invoicing and receiving documents. His commissary records and returns
were meticulously maintained.
There was no authorized Liberty while in Buckner Bay. On the dark side of Doc's achievements
was the gambling. Cdr. McFadden put out the word that he would go along with gambling with
the proviso that married men remember their obligations to their families. Overnight, we became
a floating casino. The laundrymen had a table going all evening and all night inJhe Laundry.
With six players at the table the laundrymen, including my friend Saegert, a very tough
CruDesPac football player, would pick up a dollar from each player every hour. In return, the
players were provided with coffee and snacks (the laundrymen acquired snacks, at not cost, from
the cooks). If you wanted to get out of the game, you could easily sell your seat for twenty
dollars. The masters at arms would be among the many observers to these games. Early on, the
ship would put men in the motor launches and circle the ship while allowing the men to drink
two cans of beer. Later, they fixed up a nearby islet, and allowed a small percent of the crew to
recreate there. One of our storekeepers named "Spann" hit some coral rock while diving, broke
his neck and died a few days later.
There were some arrangements for small percentages of the crew to go to the main island for a
cultural type liberty. On one occasion I attended a show put on by elementary age school
children and on another where we toured the island. We saw many caves where the Japanese had
given the allies problems and had to be routed with flame throwers. I recall at a cliff overlook
where surplus war materials had been tossed over the cliff at the end of WWII. There appeared
to be many, many tons of rusted weaponry and vehicles.
One of my storekeepers, named Peacock, from Altoona Pa., was what we called "Asiatic." His
only assignments after WWII had been in Okinawa and Japan. We called him "Asiatic" because
he had spent so much time in Asia and had forgotten how we lived stateside. He was always in
trouble with his drinking but was always being protected as much as possible because he was one
hell of a worker. He was thrilled when during a slack period, I negotiated a way for us to go
over to the island on more or less phony business. He was familiar with the villages and knew
several of the village mayors. We hitched rides over dirty dusty roads, in army vehicles. We
visited Kadena AFB and the armies Ryuku facilities further south. We finally ended up in a
village where he knew the mayor. For anyone who saw the movie "Teahouse of the August
Moon" with Marlon Brando, you would know that Okinawans were expert in the making of
Sweet Potato Saki. My foggy memory has us sitting on the floor around a table drinking Saki.
When it was approaching midnight and I knew there would be one last Piedmont boat picking up
officers, mostly VIPS who, for the most part, were also ashore on phony business and who had
been at the Army and Air Force clubs. Peacock refused to go back with me. I remember I
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crouched down in the forward gunnels of the boat and tried to look inconspicuous. The next day
Piedmont got underway for typhoon evasion, but without Peacock.
It was about mid or late July when we left port for typhoon evasion and it would be two weeks
before we arrived back into port, as we ended up riding out two typhoons. As I recall, it was one
hell of a ride. A fleet tug was operating to our port at some distance. I later served in a nuclear
weapons team with a gunners mate named Swan, who was aboard that fleet tug and who at the
time, believed they would not survive the storm. Swan retired here in Albuquerque and died just
a couple of years ago.
As we entered port we were able to tie up to a pier rather than anchor out. Out on the pier was
my man George Peacock. I don't remember what punishment Peacock received for this one, but
as I recall he was before the Captain on about 12 different occasions to receive either nonjudicial
punishment or be awarded a court martial. I think it was Roberson who later had duty at the
Naval Prison and related that officials there were trying to arrange for Peacock to receive a
discharge other than honorable in lieu of a bad conduct discharge. I do not know how he ended
up. We used to fumigate storerooms with DDT bombs (when it was still legal). Peacock could
empty a storeroom containing 80,000 Ibs of flour single handed in order to fumigate. I had him
work off many a hangover. He was one of those unforgettable characters, one I had to
mention, one you hated to see have a bad ending.
This is where dates are fuzzy in my mind. It was probably late August or early September when
we left Buckner Bay and headed for Sasebo. By now, both man-o-war and support ships had
been coming out of the woodwork and Doc began to function more like the repair ship she was
designed to be. We now had a full crew and I was no longer.the milkman. While in Sasebo we
learned that Piedmont would participate in the Inchon invasion. A fleet of more than 230 ships
would participate in the assault on Inchon.
While in Sasebo, our Supply Officer, Cdr. Rollings, along with other senior ships officers, sat in
on some of the logistical planning for Inchon (not the main invasion plans for they had been
formulated in August by very senior officers). Piedmont learned that she would participate in
the invasion.
The Inchon landing had actually began on 15 September. There was much opposition to the
selection of Inchon for this invasion. The 33 foot tide was the largest obstacle to the planning.
The invasion had been underway for a period of time when Doc arrived in Flying Fish Channel
on the approach to Inchon. I remember it looked like a river as the tide was on the way out with
all kinds of debris such as ammo boxes etc. spotted in the current. I was unaware of two events
reported by our skipper as I was below decks. He reported that, number 1, Doc was able to fire
our 5 inch guns at some nearby target and, number 2, that a bomb had landed about 500 yards
from the ship. For anyone familiar with the TV series Mash, you may recall that they would sit
in their lawn chairs and watch two old vintage airplanes make futile attempts to drop bombs. I
believe this was the same two aircraft, that became legendary, as they made a futile attempts to
bomb the fleet. At a short distance we could watch the man-o-wars lobbing shells at selected
targets. I was told they reached as far as Seoul.
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Shortly after we anchored, I was standing a condition watch. I was a telephone talker between
the Bridge and CIC. At some point it was decided to move the OOD to the Quarterdeck. I found
myself in a dumb situation. I recall being the only one left on the bridge. As CIC would report
bogies (unidentified aircraft) I had no way of reporting to anyone. I think they eventually secured
the watch.
Wolmi-do island was called the "Cork in The Bottle" and had been an essential element in
planning the invasion. On Wolmi, the enemy had suffered 120 dead and 190 captured compared
to 20 wounded U. S. Marines.
One day there was a decision made that as many as 10 percent of our crew could go ashore where
a beer party was being held on Wolmi. My good friend, Steve Kolar, and myse~f, insisted that
we needed a break and became part of the liberty party. The XO insisted that the liberty party
wear undress blues. The Boat Coxwain was insufficiently briefed on where to precisely land the
boat. As a consequence we disembarked near where eight LST's were beached. (I have learned
since of the heroic story of staffmg and putting together eight pieces of junk). We were in the
wrong place, probably the area named Red Beach for invasion purposes. As we began to walk up
the street I noted a complete absence of civilians with the exception of a handful of older people
digging through the rubble of bombed out areas. Our white hats shined in the sunlight and our
freshly shaved faces sparkled. At one of the first intersections we encountered a marine dressed
out in his battle gear. He looked like he had been through the mill. He had several cases of
C-rations stacked beside his lean-to. Some of the sailors were calling out "Where are the girls",
"Where are the bars". Our sparkling clean appearance was aD.embarrassment to me. Our
presence was an embarrassment. A few blocks up the street we encountered some marines
guarding a captured Russian tank. They said they had received sniper, fire that morning, from
the building across the street. It was at this point that a Major drove up in a jeep and asked
"What the hell are you guys doing here"? This was when we learned that we had landed in the
wrong place. We were herded down the street to the causeway that led us to the island.
Wolmi-do was full of various units most of whom were in their battle fatigues. Newsreel
cameramen were shooting film at all of us. I doubt if they ever showed any of us sailors in a
local theater because of the way we were dressed. We looked pretty sissified in out undress
blues.
The ride back to the ship was to be permanently etched in my memory. A 33 foot tide was
coming in as we headed for Doc. We were bucking the current and it was dangerous. My guess
is that it was about a 30 minute boat ride. We were told that the XO was pacing the quarterdeck
exclaiming that we would all be killed. Most of us in the boat were either too stupid, too naive
or tanked up on beer to realize the hazard. We made it back safely. I heard later that a motor
launch from the Saint Paul, such as the one we were in, capsized and all were lost.
The Inchon landing was credited with ending the North Korean aggression, for in a matter of
days the entire half of the peninsula below the 38th parallel had been recaptured by the UN
forces, and the North Korean Army was a beaten and broken army. (Had it not been for the entry
ofthe Chinese into the war, the war was practically over). It has been written that Inchon was a
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magnificent gamble grandly taken by General MacArthur, and that it was brilliantly conducted by
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Admiral Halsey was say it was "the most masterly and
audacious strategic stroke in all history," Admirat Struble was to say that "General MacArthur
deserved full and complete credit for the conception and personal acceptance of the hazards in
the operation." MacArthur prevailed over objections from most of the Generals and Admirals,
including Omar Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. On 25 August, VADM Struble received
word that he was to command the Inchon Landing - less than 3 weeks away. The coordination,
planning, and implementation of the plans between VADM Arthur D. Struble, Commander,
Seventh Fleet, RADM James H. Doyle, Commander Amphibious Group One, and Major
General Oliver P. Smith, USMC, Commanding General of First Marine Division, was brilliant.
General MacArthur was lavish in his praise of the naval and marine officers: "...sustained our
country's great naval traditions, but which in ultimate effect is probably unexcelled in the history
of warfare." Far from being passe, as many post WWII strategists had predicteq, naval forces,
including Fleet Marine Forces, were a solid and practicable means for implementing the national
strategy of the United States. Inchon provided the spark that revitalized amphibious warfare and
gave birth to the technique of vertical envelopment. The Navy would never again be reduced to
such perilous lows.

While still in Subic Bay, the ships Flag Office was like a tomb, staffed only with a half dozen
officers and enlisted men. A single second class storekeeper would calculate fleet requirements
such as fuel. He and I discussed the possibility of swapping our positions on several occasions. I
tell about the smallness of this staff because during the Korean War, this staff grew to be the
largest afloat staff in the history of the Navy, Commander Service Squadron Three
(ComServRonThree) They were organized and staffed on the Piedmont.
I believe it was late in October when Doc arrived back in Sasebo. As Piedmont was making
arrangements to Leave WestPac we transferred the ComServRonThree Flag to the USS Hector, a
Repair ship. We also transferred a very large percent of our cargo. We had some all hands
evolution's off loading ammunition. I remember shortly after our return home there was a
publication that recognized the Piedmont's accomplishments and particularly addressed high
volume of tonnage we handled. But I believe whatever publication I read that it has long been
buried in bueaurcratic files. Current histories laud the movemnets of the man-o-wars but are
usually silent on the auxiliary type ships.
As we arrived back in San Diego, in late November or early December I found myself in the duty
section. But, I was the first off the ship with a working party to go after groceries. I think I took
my work party, and even though dressed in dungarees, crossed Broadway, where we found a
place to have a cold one. When my turn came to take some leave, my friend, Doran Bullock, the
last plank owner still attached to the Piedmont, gave me a ride to my hometown, Blanding, Utah,
where I had left my car. He was headed for Colorado.
Sometime after New Years Day 1951, Doc would enter the Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, in San
Franciso and begin another chapter.
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